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Abstract—In this paper we introduce WiNV - A framework
for web-based interactive scalable network visualization. WiNV
enables a new class of rich and scalable interactive cross-platform
capabilities for visualizing large-scale networks natively in a
user’s browser. Extensive experiments show that our systemcan
visualize networks that consist of tens of thousands of nodes while
maintaining fast, high-quality interaction.

I. I NTRODUCTION

This paper presents a new state-of-the-art network visual-
ization framework which supports user interactions with large-
scale networks in a web browser without the need for plug-
ins or special-purpose runtime systems. Our framework sup-
ports the standard visual information browsing functionalities
that include overviewing, zooming, and editing. The WiNV
framework supports information discovery in two modes; the
Standalone Mode and Google Earth Mode. In the Standalone
mode, the application runs as a native application. In the
Google Earth mode, WiNV visualizes the network on Google
Earth enabling the user to get better understanding of wide-
spread networks. Interaction is used to mold the network
layout into the user’s own mental model and for editing the
information being visualized such as device configurationsor
network layout, if the underlying topology discovery algorithm
is unable to discover some connections.

II. PRESENTATION

A. Background

Visualization of large scale graphs have been addressed in
the research community [1] and [6]; open source community
[2], [7], [8]; and industry [9]. However, to our knowledge, most
of the tools developed so far are general purpose in such that
they are not capable to visualize networks at the detailed level
may be required by users. Furthermore, none of these tools is
web-based, and thus, they don’t benefit from the advantages
the web offers. We have developed a web-based extensible
framework which enables interactive visualization of networks
that may consist of hundreds of thousands of devices natively
in a web browser. Our framework was developed initially as
a presentation-tier for the Network Management System has
been developed in [4] and [5].
In multi-tiered web-based frameworks, presentation tiers(i.e.
clients) are classified into either thick or thin client. A thick

client typically provides most of the functionality neededfor
rendering the data in the browser. Thus, most of the processing
time is done in the client side and the interaction with the back-
end is relatively low. In thin-clients, on the other hand, most
of the processing is done on the back-end and consequently
most of the front-end resources can be used for presentation
purposes, which in turn achieves higher scalability. However,
this approach requires constant communication with the back-
end. Web-based presentation-tier applications can also be
classified into native or plug-in applications. Examples of
plug-ins that are used for browser applications are Adobe Flash
and Microsoft Silverlight. The functionality of plug-in-based
applications is restricted by the capabilities of the base plug-in.
Native applications don’t require any application to be pre-
installed and, consequently, they can utilize all the features
provided by technologies used such as DHTML, JSP, AJAX,
and DWR [3]. We chose to develop WiNV as thin-client native
application but with the capability of integrating it with other
native frameworks such as Google Earth.

B. Architecture

As we stated earlier, the main contribution of this work
is a scalable web-based framework for visualizing very large
networks while providing smooth interaction and editing ca-
pability in a user’s web-browser. The framework architecture
is shown in Figure 1. To make WiNV flexible and lightweight,
the architecture has been designed so that the minimal amount
of client’s resources are consumed. Furthermore, WiNV can
run in any basic browser with no external plug-ins. WiNV
supports two modes: Standalone mode and Google Earth
mode. In both modes, most of computation including layout,
interaction and editing algorithms run on the back-end while
the client only renders the network. Network elements such
as devices, hosts and links are generated in-the-fly through
the AJAX-based DWR technology and don’t require any
web-page refreshing if any changes are made, giving a very
smooth interaction experience. WiNV framework consists of
the following tiers:

• Presentation Tier represents a web-browser running on
a client machine. Besides visualizing the network, the
browser reacts to events triggered by the user (e.g through
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the mouse) such as clicking on a network segment or
creating a network connection between two devices.

• Network Tier represents the communication between the
presentation and server tiers.

• Server Tier represents the “engine” of the framework.
All algorithms used for layout and other computations
are loaded within the server tier.

• Persistent Tier is used to interact with the database.
All changes made to the network layout by the user are
reflected to the persistent tier.

The WiNV architecture is modular and provides a set of ex-
tendable APIs that can be used by any web-based application
to visualize the network. The set of APIs can be also used
for plugging in multiple different layout algorithms. These
algorithms then can be selected through the user interface.

III. D EMONSTRATION

Fig. 1. The scalable modular architecture used in WiNV.

The framework can receive the data from an XML file
that contains network representation, or it can be integrated
to exchange the date with the middle tier of a web-based
application that implements the framework’s APIs. The demo
phases consist of (1) Rendering - Displaying the network
layout based on the initial data coming from the backend
or after a change has been made; and (2) Interaction -
Capturing the user command and computing modifications to
the network. This process includes, for instance, zooming in,
or out, changing device and link configurations or editing the
topology. If the framework is set up in Google Earth mode,
the user can view the network initially in very high level and
a detailed layout will be rendered when zooming in the area
that has the target network segment. At the very detailed level,

the user could view network device interfaces and direction
interconnections among them (i.e. physical network topology.)
The user can also view VLAN and ISP level configurations and
device/link statistics. Figure 2 demonstrates high-levelnetwork
visualization in Google Earth mode. In Standalone mode, the
networks are usually grouped based on their IP prefixes or
physical location (i.e IP address longitude and latitude) and
each group is displayed as a cloud. When the user clicks
on a cloud, it expands and that network is rendered at more
detailed level. At the most detailed level, all devices, hosts, and
peripherals in that segment are rendered. The number of levels,
data refreshing rate, and grouping methods are configurable
and can be specified by the user.

Fig. 2. A screenshot of WiNV displaying high-level network layout in Google
Earth mode.
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